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Time to show Finland's migratory fish some love!

Overview

• Overview of the status of Finland's rivers and endangered migratory fish
• Sampsa Vilhunen, Head of Programme, WWF-Finland

• How Kesko, a retail company, came to be involved in fighting for 
freshwater fish?

• Matti Kalervo, Vice President Corporate Responsibility, K-Group 

• Mating belongs to all: Showcasing the joint innovative campaign
• Sampsa and Matti will discuss the creation of the campaign, linking media, 

mating videos and concrete field work to generate real change

• Q&A - What's next - and what can other countries learn from our successes?
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Overview of the status of 
Finland's rivers and 
endangered migratory 
fish

Dr. Sampsa Vilhunen
WWF Finland
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Freshwater Living Planet Index shows a decline of 81 percent for 

freshwater vertebrate numbers from 1970



“As recent successes 
illustrate, the measure of 
our progress isn’t always 
the size of the structures we 
build to control nature. 

It’s often manifested in 
those we remove – allowing 
nature to take its course.”

-- Sally Jewell, U.S. Secretary 
of the Interior, Sept. 2016 

With permission of American Rivers



WWF Living Planet Report 2016

Dam removals can lead to rapid recovery of fish stocks



Dam Removal in 
international news

• … No other action can bring ecological integrity back to 
rivers as effectively as dam removals…. (Yale, 2015)

• …Rivers recover faster than expected after dam removal 
… (U.S. Geological Survey, 2017)

• … If you are looking at the most economical way to gain 
watershed restoration, dam removal on its own jumps 
ahead of many things on the list… (Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency, 2017)

• …Dams were built with little regard for the impacts they 
might have on ecosystems… (Nature 2018) 



One million dams and 
obstacles in European 

waters

Dams are hampering fish migration, 

restricting sediment flow, and 

destroying freshwater habitats.  

Reservoirs are causing methane 

emissions.

Several thousand dams already 

removed in Europe over the past 25 

years.

Momentum for dam removal after the 

EU adopted the Water Framework 

Directive in 2000.



Conservation 
status of Finnish 
fishes constantly 

declining

Fish species or form

Critically endangered (CR) • Land-locked salmon
• Sea-run trout
• Sea-spawning grayling 
• Lake Saimaa Arctic char

Endangered (EN) • Eel
• Brown trout (south of Arctic Circle)

• Migratory white fish (Coregonus, lavaret)

Vulnerable (VU) • Atlantic salmon 
• White fish in the Baltic Sea
• White fish in lakes
• Spined loach

Near Threatened (NT) • Asp
• Brown trout (north of Arctic Circle)

12 species or forms are 

endangered

Main causes are habitat 

loss and unsustainable 

fishing



A brief history of 
running waters in 

Finland

Extensive hydropower 

damming, ditching in the 

catchment, & dredging rivers 

for log transport

No-go legislation in the 80s

Extensive compensatory fish 
stocking

Restoration of rapids and 
spawning areas

SYKE - Vesikartta



Finland: 200 hydropower plants, but as many as 
tens of thousands of other migration barriers



The pivotal 2010s

Red book of species 2010

Recovery of Baltic salmon stocks

National Fishway Strategy

Full protection for endangered fish for 
first time in history in the fishing act

Considerable increases in minimum 
landing sizes

National salmon and seatrout strategy and 
the full revision of fishing legislation

’Red listed’ species no longer found on 
fish counters 
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The future of running waters in Finland
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Currently great efforts in awareness raising. Thus attitudes are changing.

62 percent of Finns would be ready to remove existing hydropower that is 

insignificant for energy production.

Only 9 percent of Finns would like to have more hydropower dams built in Finnish 

rivers.

WWF Finland is pushing for the removal of unnecessary dams and for the revision 

of mitigation measures in old hydropower plants.

We are committed to bending the curve of weakening conservation status of the 

Finnish fishes. 



15Footer määritellään masterin pääsivulla

In order to be 

successful, you need 

work also at the 

grassroot and to 

partner up!



K Group 
(Kesko & K-stores)
Matti Kalervo, Vice President, Corporate 

responsibility



K Group in brief 

• K Group is formed by K-retailers and Kesko, a Finnish listed trading sector company that operates in
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GROCERY TRADE BUILDING AND TECHNICAL TRADE

• Net sales €5,282 million
• 1,282 stores in Finland
• Some 1.2 million 

customers visit K-food 
stores every day

• Net sales €4,486 million
• 597 stores
• Operates in Finland, 

Sweden, Norway, Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland 
and Belarus

• Net sales €909 million
• K-Auto is the market leader in Finland 

with a market share of 18.6%
• K-Auto imports and markets 

Volkswagen, Audi, SEAT and Porsche 
passenger cars, and Volkswagen 
Commercial Vehicles in Finland, and 
imports and markets SEAT vehicles in 
Estonia and Latvia

CAR TRADE



Sustainability in K Group
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VISION

ONE OF OUR 
STRATEGIC 
ACTIONS

OUR STRATEGIC 
TARGETS INCLUDE

Our responsibility programme has six themes: Good corporate governance and finance, Customers, Society, 
Working community, Responsible purchasing and sustainable selections, Environment

Expanding communal responsibility initiatives together with retailers and employees

Employees and retailers are 
proud advocates of 
K Group’s sustainability work

Significant role in societal 
discussion by recognised 
leadership in sustainability 
action



Kesko in sustainability indices
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• K Group’s long-term work to safeguard sustainable 
stocks

• K Group has strictly followed WWF Finland's Seafood 
Guide recommendations 

• K Group's own fish and shellfish policy will celebrate its 
10-year anniversary this year

Fish and shellfish statement



Sustainable selections

• Local fish is important to K-food stores

• The fish patty of our own brand Pirkka is 
made from bream caught in John Nurminen 
Foundation’s Local Fishing Project, which 
aims to promote sustainable fishing

• Cooperation with Plan International Finland 
to improve  the responsibility of the fishing 
industry and the position of migrant workers 
in Thailand



How did we become involved in 
fighting for freshwater fish?

• We have 42,000 employees and over 1,100 K-food 
stores – thus, we have the opportunity and the 
obligation to act

• Fish are one of the key products in food store 
selections

• Kesko has had a representative in the fish working 
groups of Finland’s Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry since 2012



The idea of K Fishpaths came up in 
the seminar of WWF’s fish campaign 
on 13 April 2016



Mating belongs to all -
Showcasing the shared 
innovative campaign between 
WWF and K Group





• In August 2017, K Group and WWF 
Finland began a five-year 
collaboration called K Fishpaths to 
conserve and revitalise endangered 
migratory fish populations in 
Finland

• The cooperation is recognised 
by the slogan “Mating Belongs to 
all’’

K Fishpaths  
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The aim of the project

• Mapping different parts of Finland to find and 
remove obstacles in migratory fish spawning 
grounds 

• Inspire Finns to volunteer in the river restoration  
work

• In the spirit of cooperation with local landowners, 
local K-retailers and citizens recreating spawning 
grounds for endangered fish and removing smaller 
scale migration obstacles 

• Generating more awareness and discussion about 
Finland’s endangered migratory fish populations
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´´While driving home, I smiled the whole way. Here, I saw the results of 

my own work immediately and I found it gratifying to know that the work 

really helps the endangered sea trout and other aquatic life.´´

Vihdin talkoovideo tähän



Follow the campaign on our websites 
kalapolut.fi

Impact on the future of migratory fish

Removed obstacles Spawning beds

New spawning areas (meters) Volunteers activated

Obstacle

Removed 

obstacle



Visibility in K-stores
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• Posters

• Material for social media

• ’’Mating belongs to all’’ t-shirts



Campaign has gained high visibility 
in Finland
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Lessons learned 

• Invest for marketing and comms materials

• Reserve enough time for planning your work, 

especially the fieldwork

• Involve citizens by inviting them to join the 

actual fieldwork, not just social media events

• Cooperate with local organisations and give 

credit to them. Try connecting your work to the 

river restoration plans of the regional 

environmental administration

• Involve different teams in your organisation 33



Thank you! Questions?

Matti Kalervo, Vice President, Corporate Responsibility

Sampsa Vilhunen, Head of Programme, Ph.D. Marine and freshwater environments


